
Are you familiar 
with barbecues?



ABOUT US

The salesperson: growing 
professionalism
One salesperson told us “We have to convey information to one another by word of 
mouth or look it up on the Internet!”. This answer, given in over 600 interviews with 
department heads, brought to our attention a request for support and led us to 
devise an information tool designed especially for salespersons. 

A tool designed to provide useful information about displaying products, about their 
various styling and functional characteristics, about understanding the customer's 
requirements, and about how to manage the service. A tool that will take just a 
few minutes for you to read and that will allow you to work more easily and 
with greater personal satisfaction.



Why choose a leading brand 
in the barbecue industry?
MCZ GROUP is the leading masonry barbecue manufacturer in the world since 
1975.
Owing to the quality of its products and to its efforts to establish a genuine 
partnership with its customers, MCZ GROUP has created a market of 120,000 
barbecues a year, distributed under the Sunday®  brand in 35 countries across the 
world.

In addition to the Barbecue division, MCZ GROUP also has a second business unit 
specialising in heating and alternative energy, under the MCZ and RED brands.

The company is structured to guarantee top quality and impeccable service, even 
during peak seasons, and it consists of:
> 150,000 m2 of open stocking space
> 42,000 m2 of factory and covered warehouse space
> 300 employees

Sunday® is the only brand in the world that can boast a comprehensive range of:

> 100 different masonry barbecue models
> 35 different gas and charcoal grill models
> A host of metal and masonry oven models
> An exhaustive line of cooking, barbecue assembly and maintenance accessories

Sunday® continuously strives to listen to the end consumer via focus groups with 
BBQ users and interviews held at barbecue outlets. Just as much attention is paid 
to listening to the trade requirements, through interviews with salespersons and 
shelf analyses. 
This all contributes towards offering ever innovative solutions and products 
that are focused on the real market needs.
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FINE MATERIALS AND FINISHES 

MEETS CUSTOMER'S GARDEN FURNITURE REQUIREMENTS

HOW TO DISPLAY A BARBECUE

How to display a barbecue
Market research in outlets have shown how emotional aspects are decisive during 
all stages of a purchase. This concept is all the more important for masonry BBQs, 
which customers consider to be "garden furniture”. Displaying them correctly 
will allow customers to visualise the product in their very own garden.
66% of customers interviewed by Sunday® in outlets purchase a masonry barbecue 
to decorate their garden as well, and to have parties with their family and friends.

DISPLAY LOCATION
If the products are displayed outdoors, we suggest you display one or two models 
indoors, where possible. During special offers, including the BBQs in displays with 
other products advertised on the leaflet/pamphlet (garden furniture, gardening, 
barbecue accessories, etc.) stimulates purchases further.

DISPLAY SEQUENCE
Customers expect a display that will help them pick the most suitable model for 
their needs.
With this in mind, it would be ideal to offer a sequence where the products can 
be clearly identified according to their macro function as “charcoal-burning” and 
“wood-burning”. Within these categories, the products can be arranged according 
to their value/price and functional characteristics, starting with models without a 
hood, and working up to the larger BBQs.

CEMENT
CHARCOAL-BURNING

WITHOUT FINISHES

DIMENSIONS
(HEIGHT OF HOOD, WIDTH OF SUPPORT SURFACES, GRILLE SURFACE AREA, etc.)

MARBLE GRAIN
WOOD-BURNING

WITH FINISHES
(POLISHED SURFACES, DISTRESSED FINISHES, etc.)



The correct way to arrange the display models 
according to a logical sequence of increasing 
price and finishes.

DISPLAY MODELS
A beguiling product on display sells itself. In this sense, the Sunday® range includes 
display models that are pre-assembled and coloured. If the salesperson prefers to 
use a product assembled from his/her own warehouse, we suggest you have an 
expert assemble it and decorate it properly (you will find useful tips on assembly 
on www.sundaygrill.com/area video).
For significant accessories such as gas burners, outdoor sinks, etc., displaying 
these alongside the barbecue will double your sales opportunities.

THINGS TO AVOID
> leaving the grilles exposed to the weather
> removing the Sunday® crowner affixed as standard to the display models, even if 
compatible with the brand policy
> sticking temporary signs using glues that can damage the surfaces
> displaying the BBQ incompletely (for instance, without side shelves or important 
accessories)
> leaving the BBQs dirty or dusty: it is a proven fact that a clean BBQ sells at least 
20% more
> incorrect or missing price tag
> old display or using discontinued models
> barbecues assembled by inexpert staff (incorrect assembly, too much Betonfast, 
too much mortar, uncoloured components, etc.)
> display models displayed in their packaging



SUGGESTING THE RIGHT BARBECUE

Materials
In terms of materials used, masonry barbecues can be split into three macro 
categories:

CEMENT AND REFRACTORY CLAY
This was the first material to be put on the market; cement and clay products are 
therefore very popular. Generally, products made of this material have traditional 
shapes and their positioning-price is at the lower end of the range. 
Refractory cement is suitable for use with charcoal only; special metal reverse 
hoods are available as accessories to use wood (in moderate quantities).
 
RECONSTRUCTED CRUSHED STONE COLOURED WITH OXIDES
Manufacturers who opt for this type of production use crushed stone or sand grain 
which is artificially coloured with oxides, but which gives the products an artificial 
appearance. Sunday® does not use these poor quality materials since this solution 
is deemed to be far from appealing and inappropriate for its quality standards. 

MARBLE GRAIN
This is obtained by combining mixtures of fine marble grains, which have 
been selected specifically for their natural colourings and characteristics. The 
manufacturing know-how for these materials was invented in 2004 by Sunday®; 
these days, owing to the qualitative and styling characteristics of the material, 
marble grain is tantamount to top quality on the European market. Remember that 
marble grain does not require painting and wood use is possible.

Marble grain barbecue
Both wood and charcoal can be used

Barbecue made of high quality refractory materials
Only charcoal can be used



Only charcoal can be used

Assembly with fine mortar 

Supplied unfinished, must be painted by the 
end customer

The reverse hood and refractory material 
shelves are vital for wood use

Cement barbecue 

Can be used with wood (Max. 3 kg)

Has the natural colour of marble - no painting required

Quick assembly with Betonfast®

Fitted with EASY FIRE: embers ready in 30 minutes.

To be used with the protective refractory material shelves

Marble grain barbecue

MADE OF CEMENT AND CLAY



SUGGESTING THE RIGHT BARBECUE

Finishes
Beguiling styling appeal, use of marble grains with natural colourings, durable, 
revolutionary Crystal work surfaces, high heat resistance permitting the use of 
wood: the quality and sturdiness of Sunday® materials stand out at first glance. 
Here is an overview of the finishes and colours available.

CARRARA WHITE

BRICK DECOR

ASIAGO PINK

SILVER GREY

IMPERIAL BROWN

RED ITEMS
work surfaces, risers,
coverings, fire boxes,
reverse hoods, frames.

Marble grain

The finish/colour combinations cannot be customised.

BASIC STONE CRYSTAL

GALAXY BLACK

Marble grain

Marble grain

Marble grain

Marble grain

Marble grain

Marble grain

MAHOGANY BROWN
Marble grain



Crystal

STONE
The Stone finish is achieved through a high pressure distressing process which 
emphasises the natural colour of marble. Sales results confirm that customers are 
prepared to recognise a value of up to 20% more than simpler finishes. 

CRYSTAL 
Owing to Italy's lengthy experience in marble processing, Sunday® created the 
new Crystal polished finish. The marble grain surfaces are processed with high 
precision to obtain a finish with a glossy and smooth appearance which makes for 
easier cleaning.

BRICK DECOR  
For this particular effect, the BBQ parts are moulded and then hand coloured to 
achieve a finish similar to real bricks.

Brick Decor Finish

Silver Grey Stone 



SUGGESTING THE RIGHT BARBECUE

Functions
In addition to the functions featured as standard in Sunday® BBQs (grille adjustment, 
support surfaces, tool rack, rotisserie kit, etc.), certain models feature additional 
functions, such as: 

> stainless steel organic grilles for fat-free cooking
> inserts with oven function
> side hob/burner for gas cooking
> side sinks
> indirect cooking systems

Sample concept of multifunction "outdoor kitchen” 
(mod. Malloca)

Sink with taps as standard

Gas burner

Protector

Tool rack incorporated into the work surface

Stainless steel cover for indirect cooking with 
thermometer

Steel door for accurate cooking control



Gas unit with hotplate as standard

Rotisserie kit application in the slots featured in 
almost all barbecue models

Easy Fire Plate (seen without front protector) to 
facilitate ignition and combustion

Storage compartment featured on certain models



SUGGESTING THE RIGHT BARBECUE

What the customers want
Understanding and accommodating the customers' needs remain the key to a 
successful sale. 

Is the person in front of you an expert and well-informed customer or an "instinctive" 
customer looking at a barbecue for the first time? 
The former often only requires detailed product information to reach his/her 
decision autonomously. 
On the contrary, "instinctive" customers (approximately 48% of the market) make 
a poorly informed purchase and therefore the price could initially be the major 
parameter used to assess the products on display. So for this type of customer, our 
advice is precious, both to inform them of the differences between products 
as well as to guide them towards purchasing the product which best suits 
their needs.

BBQ prices vary according to materials, dimensions and functions. It is vital to 
understand from the onset what the customer's intended budget is and which 
product characteristics (s)he deems indispensible. Reminding customers that 
a masonry barbecue will be playing a major role in their garden for a long time will 
help convince many customers to spend more than their initial intended budget.



STYLING
66% of customers state that the main reason for buying a barbecue is the need to 
decorate their outdoor space. Styling therefore plays a fundamental role in choos-
ing their barbecue. 

 

FUNCTION
This is one of the most important purchase motivations for the end customer. 
Knowing that the product can offer usage benefits can guide the customer towards 
purchasing a more expensive product.

A product to suit the style of the 
customer's garden

Products with painstaking finishes

A product that is suitable sized for 
its intended location

Product durability

A complete and stylish array of products that ranges from classic forms to 
contemporary shapes, each with different finishes and colours.

A host of fine finishes, for instance the Crystal polished finish, to enhance the 
natural colours of materials even further.

A multitude of solutions with shapes, dimensions and styles to suit the most 
disparate locations.

Thanks to the materials used, Sunday® products are built to last many years, 
while retaining the highest quality levels.

What does the 
customers want? Sunday solution

Wood burning?

Barbecuing performance

Accessory functions to cooking 

Ease of use and ergonomic 
design

Ease of assembly

Safety

All Sunday® marble grain BBQs are designed to withstand the temperatures of 
wood fires. Thanks to the enhanced thicknesses and materials, they resist the 
thermal and mechanical stresses of wood fires even better.

Solutions designed to improve and facilitate the cooking performance, including 
the Easy Fire system to prepare embers quickly, special steel fire boxes, stainless 
steel organic grilles, indirect cooking systems and much more.

Side gas burners, units with stainless steel sink to prepare food outdoors, built-
in ovens and other practical solutions such as the wooden doors to protect 
accessories and fuel.... a genuine outdoor kitchen concept.

Perfect ergonomically designed work surfaces, plenty of shelf surfaces, fire 
boxes designed to prepare food from a comfortable position, hooks to hang your 
accessories and more still…

All Sunday® products are easy and quick to assemble. Painstaking care has been taken 
for every detail: from the practical Betonfast carburising agent, to the ever up-to-date and 
detailed instruction manuals, the usage tips and the quick start guide for the end user.

Every product that leaves the Sunday® factory undergoes the strictest quality 
checks and is always in full compliance with the applicable safety regulations in 
force.



SUGGESTING THE RIGHT BARBECUE

Accessories
To accessorise a newly purchased barbecue, here is a long list of Sunday® 
accessories available in the catalogue. 
Several functions: the COOKING SYSTEMS include grilles, plates, ovens, gas inserts, 
braziers, rotisserie kits, etc.
The UTENSILS include forks, shovels, gloves, brushes, etc.
Lastly, all the necessary equipment for ASSEMBLY and MAINTENANCE, including 
glue, mortar, barbecue covers, etc.
Below is a selection of the recommended accessories.

> GRILLES
The Sunday® range includes several grille solutions. Organic grilles are available 
for fat-free cooking, or soapstone plates for lighter and more delicate recipes.

> SPITS
The Sunday® range includes different sizes and types of models, both electrical 
and battery-operated, suspended or load-bearing, with a frame featuring a pan.

> BRAZIERS
For practical wood usage, we recommend braziers which blend in seamlessly with 
the fire boxes.

> BARBECUE PROTECTION AND CLEANING UTENSILS
Designed to clean the fire box or grille after cooking and to protect them during the 
winter months.

> GLUES FOR ASSEMBLY AND PAINTS
For quick, easy and safe barbecue assembly.





IMPORTANT TIPS

Important tips for assembly 
and maintenance

90% of after-sales problems originate from errors made by the customer during the 
assembly and use of barbecues. To minimise such problems, once the purchase 
has been made, suggest these 3 easy-to-understand points:

1) Assemble the products on a suitable base designed to withstand the weight 
of the barbecue. A single slab of cement at least 10 cm in thickness, that is level 
and suitably sized as per the instruction manual.

2) Use carburising agents which are appropriate for the model. This is vital 
for the safety and warranty of the product. For marble grain barbecues, use 
only BETONFAST® which, thanks to its elasticity, allows components to dilate with 
the heat from the fire without breaking. Refractory cement barbecues may be 
assembled with mortar (80% sand and 20% cement),  which allows the rendering 
of the surfaces. Do not use high resistance or quick hardening cements (tile glue), 
or silicone because these are too weak to hold the barbecue and are not heat 
resistant. Barbecues should not be assembled adhering to other structures nor 
should they be walled to the ground; they should only be used outdoors.

3) Use a maximum of 2 kg of charcoal or 3 kg of wood. Wood use is only 
permitted on certain models made of marble grain or in the case of cement 
barbecues which are fitted with the accessory metal reverse hood.
You should light the fuel slowly and gradually , to allow the components to 
dilate and the humidity absorbed to be eliminated. 

Correct base: the barbecue rests dry on a level 
base

CEMENT AND CLAY BARBECUE
A uniform strip of mortar is sufficient

MARBLE GRAIN BARBECUE
Correct application of Betonfast®



3 kg wood 6 kg wood

3 kg wood 6 kg wood

15 kg wood

15 kg wood

HOW TO RECOGNISE IF TOO MUCH FUEL HAS 
BEEN USED
The pale ring mark indicates the level of embers 
which, with the heat, keeps the back panel of the 
fire box clean.
The correspondence with the fourth slot indicates 
an excess wood load of approximately 12 kg, 
which is about 3 times the recommended quantity.

OTHER TIPS
> Remind the customer to always read the instruction manual. 
> Any parts which have incurred damage during transport should not be assembled 
before requesting their replacement.
> Do not light the fire with flammable liquids; use specially designed products.
> Refractory cement barbecues must be painted to protect them from humidity.
> The fire bed components should not be cemented (refractory surfaces, Easy Fire 
system, grilles, steel protectors, wood storage compartment, ash drawers).
> Only light the barbecue 24 hours after it has been assembled. Remember to 
protect it when not in use.



AFTER-SALES

After-sales service
Every Sunday® product is covered by a 2-year warranty. In compliance with the 
applicable regulations, the manufacturer is bound to restore any non-conformities 
considering the condition of the product at the time of sale, therefore the warranty 
does not cover any product assembly/disassembly operations. 
> Restoring means replacing individual damaged components. 
> Warranty operations only take place via the shop: the manufacturer is not 
authorised to answer the end customer directly.

CHECKS UNDER THE SHOP'S RESPONSIBILITY
To facilitate after-sales management and inform the customer, simply send Sunday 
3 photos, as follows:
> Photo of entire barbecue taken from the front, including the base.
> Photo of entire fire box taken from the front.
> Details of the damage. 
The photos will enable our engineers to understand the problem encountered and 
inform the customer to avoid it happening again.

BETONFAST 
Betonfast glue by Sunday® - in the 2011 version, allows you to disassemble 
individual parts more easily if need be. 

Certain steps of disassembling the barbecue 
glued properly with BETONFAST 2011: simply use 
a scalpel to pry the parts apart through the slots. 



LEFT: too much mortar
RIGHT: correct glue, too much.

Cement and refractory clay barbecue collapsed 
because it was placed directly on the ground.

SOME ERRORS DURING ASSEMBLY
Two barbecues placed incorrectly on cement 
squares. A single surface is preferable.

Barbecue placed incorrectly on gravel.
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